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Abstract

China is the odd man out in the research on social capital and economic performance. A brief survey of recent World Values Survey data depicts China to be a high-trust, achievement-oriented society, which does not fit into popular pictures of rampant corruption and abuses of power. I argue that one difficulty results from methodological issues in research on social capital, where a universally accepted theory of social capital is lacking, including theoretically grounded methods of measurement. These resulting applications often generalize a Western notion of civil society as a benchmark, implicitly. I propose that social capital has to be conceived as a context-bound intermediate level theoretical term, putting methodological arguments by Durlauf (economics) and Little (Chinese studies) together. The resulting empirical method is that of triangulation across different disciplines, combining emic and etic approaches. I present an application on the notorious phenomenon of guanxi in China, which results into their re-conceptualization as Ego-centric networking and relational collectivism, based on a culturally specific framing of affectual aspects of social relations. With this notion of culturally specific social capital, we can better understand the relation between institutions and economic performance in China.
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1 The awkward role of culture in economic explanations of economic performance

In explanations of the Chinese miracle of transition and development, the institutional factor poses considerable difficulties for economists (Fan and Woo 2009). This is because China adopted a gradual transition approach, and because it continues to manifest many vestiges of the old system, reflecting the stability and perseverance of her political system. Even though this state of analytical limbo seems to be resolved in favour of what some observers call the “Beijing consensus,” (Ramo 2004) mirroring the decline of the “Washington consensus”, this notion is fuzzy and more polemical than helpful.

One solution to the puzzle of how to link institutions with economic performance is culture. In the recent two decades, economists increasingly have paid attention to culture as an intermediating, if not causally dominant variable in explaining the differential performance of countries. This is true for both historical research, where the standard question about the origins of the Industrial Revolution and its failure in China looms large (Landes 2006), and for research into contemporary economies (Guiso et al. 2006). And it applies for both for a broad notion of culture and a more specific one, namely social capital.

With regard to the former, culture is mostly seen as a set of mental or cognitive models which would intermediate the causal effects of observable institutions on economic performance (North 2005). However, this notion of culture seems problematic because it might turn the very category of culture redundant, since the concept of cognitive model may be sufficient in order to explain what, for instance, are the ubiquitous framing effects in human behavior (Gintis 2006). In particular, cognitive models do not need to be shared in a population of economic agents in order to stabilize institutions (Aoki 2001). It is sufficient that in evolutionary equilibria of institutions, the incentives which determine behavioral choices in different, but interacting subgroups of the population, work to confirm mutual expectations and hence, undergird the reproduction of institutions. Correspondingly, “culture” may in fact need to be disaggregated to become an empirically meaningful category. An interesting example is British society in the 20th century, which was marked by the large cultural differences across elite strata and working class people in terms of values and behavioral standards. It is from this fact that an entirely new research paradigm emerged, namely British cultural studies, which concentrated on these differences, thus turning the term “culture” into a group-specific notion linked up with structural characteristics of societies (Hartley 2003). This movement went hand in hand with the simultaneous critique and even partial abandonment of the term in anthropology (Brumann 1999).

So the cognitive turn in institutional economics actually corresponds to the deconstructionist approach to culture that took place in the humanities decades earlier, if only economists do not yet draw the consequences. Therefore, the uses of the term culture in economics seems to be rather naïve, especially in the context of globalization (Hannerz 1992). They refer to an analytically diffuse notion of shared cognitive schemes which are supposed to have a common historical root in some distant past, with the scope of sharing normally defined according to national or ethnic criteria.
Interestingly, this mixture of advanced cognitive approaches and naïve notions of culture is bolstered by the dominance of quantitative analysis in current economic research. This is almost paradoxical, because the use of most sophisticated econometric tools may in fact entail the adoption of the less sophisticated concepts of culture. The reason is simple: Culture is difficult to measure, and quantitative techniques require measurable variables. So, the straightforward approach is to identify culture with simple observables, such as language, religion or nationality (e.g. in the analysis of international trade, see Rauch 2001). Even though the success in doing this kind of work supported the renaissance of culture in economics, one cannot really feel happy about this.

With social capital, the story is similar, yet more complex. This is because right from the beginning, social capital was interpreted in two different ways, which are also explicitly distinguished in the economics literature, e.g. as “bridging” and “bonding” type of social capital (e.g. Routledge and von Amsberg 2003). One interpretation focuses on the public goods aspects of social capital, following earlier definitions by Coleman (1990) and Putnam (2000), and investigate into the relation between social capital, civic action and trust. The other view concentrates on the appropriability of social network relations for individual benefit, hence following the Burt (1997) line of thinking. Both conceptions differ fundamentally, although they can be based on the same abstract model of enduring features of embedded social action (Granovetter 2002). The difference is evident from the fact that, for example, social capital in the second sense may be central to explain entrepreneurship, but social capital in the first sense may turn out to be detrimental to entrepreneurship (Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993). There is even the Putnam (2000) dilemma hypothesis: Social capital may cause growth and development, but growth also destroys social capital, thus finally undermining its very foundations.

This ambiguity shows that the notion of social capital is theoretically underdetermined and fuzzy. Yet, the same thing happens as with culture: Economists launch a battery of econometrics to explore the relation between social capital and growth (beginning with contributions such as Knack and Keefer 1997; for a survey, see Sobel 2002). But the record is dismal. This is not because the results are not able to claim to be empirically valid. To the contrary, limited empirical success actually enlivens a whole tradition of research in the field, as long as the programme appears to be progressive. The problem is that we have a case of testing without theory, and this in two senses (Durlauf 2002). The first sense is evident from the previous discussion. The empirical research does not test a well-defined causal theory about social capital, as even its most fundamental structural features are still open to discussion (e.g. Chamlee-Wright 2008). A causal theory seems to be at hand for the micro-structural aspects, such as in the explanation of entrepreneurship (Lin 2001). But we do not have a theory for the complex interactions on the systems level (for a seminal attempt, see Woolcock 1998). This problem can be identified precisely as the problem of externalities in creating and maintaining social capital, which seems to be the ultimate source of its economic value (i.e. positive externalities in social networks), but also potentially negative effects (i.e. negative externalities via discrimination between in-group and out-group people) (Glaeser et al. 2002; Dasgupta 2005).

The problem of identifying the externalities in social capital is related to the second sense of testing without theory. Lacking a universally accepted concept of social capital, we cannot fix
an equally recognized theory of measurement, ending up with a haphazard collection of indicators which, at closer scrutiny, actually point to different theoretical concepts of social capital (Bjørnskov 2006). Social capital is approximated by highly problematic indirect indicators, such as the number of civic associations (for a discussion, see Beugelsdijk 2006a, b). There are attempts at discriminating between different kinds of civic associations, especially with reference to the distinction between the public goods and the private goods version of social capital. But all this leaves open the question whether data about those associations can be compared cross-nationally, once we consider the embeddedness of practice into different cultural, political and societal contexts. After all, trade unions are very different things in Germany, the United States, China, Sweden and Brazil.

In fact, the problems with social capital and culture reinforce each other. On the one hand, social capital may offer interesting approaches to make sense of culture in terms of cognitive models, as far as the effects of culture on performance are concerned. At the same time, however, the empirical specification of social capital depends on culture. For example, Xiao and Tsui (2007) show that the Burt kind of social capital, based on the exploitation of structural holes and bridges in social networks, works differently in different cultural settings, which imply different valuations of assertive and acquisitive behavior. In other words, if we put the two together, we face an holistic conundrum which cannot be solved by relying on the delusion that mere quantification may help to get the feet on firm ground. This conundrum, I argue, can be also taken as a strong hint at the need to reconsider social capital as a theoretical term.

All the econometric literature implicitly assumes that behind the empirical social capital indicators there is something, a social entity, which can be identified across cultures as a unified phenomenon, in a similar way as more or less savings are commensurable, in principle. Instead, if we treat social capital as a culturally embedded phenomenon, it turns out to be an intermediate level theoretical term (Little 1992). This is a theoretical term which is always specific to particular contexts in space and time, so that commensurability of measures is not possible. Yet, there are generic causal hypotheses that can be maintained for that entity. I posit that this phenomenon is behind the fact that the most elaborate and comprehensive tests of theories of growth and economic performance end up with giving unexplained regional heterogeneity an important role in explaining differences in the growth rate, beyond the conventional factors of capital accumulation or macroeconomic policies, and much more than to factors such as institutions or religion (Durlauf et al. 2008). This sort of heterogeneity cannot be further detailed empirically by any kind of aggregate indicators, but requires in-depth socio-structural and cultural analysis.

Subsequently, I wish to present some observations on social capital in China, based on such kind of in-depth approach. I offer an analysis of a particular aspect of Chinese social behavior which has been regarded as a potential conceptual core of a Chinese notion of social capital by many observers, i.e. the notion of guanxi (e.g. Li 2007). I use this familiar, if not infamous term because there is a broad literature, and because there is a number of interesting open issues. I am going to show how we can construct an intermediate theoretical concept of social capital in China by means of methodological triangulation across Chinese studies, social psychology and anthropology, and cognitive sciences. I put forward the hypothesis, which is not
new as such, that this culturally specific form of social capital is a major factor in understanding the causal link between institutions and economic performance in China. As a point of entry, I start with a brief glance on some interesting results of the recent wave of the World Value Survey, in which China seems to be an odd man out, if we take the folklore about Chinese culture as a frame of reference (compare Chan 2008).

2 China: A trust-based, achievement-oriented society?

The World Value Survey is one of the most elaborate sources of data about cultural values and societal trends in the social sciences. There is a group of questions that receives a lot of attention in social capital research, namely those related to trust. The WVS is also the basis for a special classification of cultures in a very condensed and parsimonious conceptual framework of just two polar dimensions, i.e. traditional values vs. secular-rational values on the one hand, and on the other hand survival vs. self expression values.

In this conceptual frame, China appears to be much stronger in the secular-rational dimension than many industrial countries, especially the United States, revealing a very low significance of the standard sources of cultural inertia, in particular religious conservatism. On the other hand, China is still relatively strong in the dimension of survival values, thus revealing a certain distance to the post-materialistic transition that seems to have been completed in countries such as the Scandinavian countries or the United States. If one were to regard the transition to the secular-traditional dimension and to the self-expression dimension as a general indicator of modernization, it seems interesting to notice that China may be the most advanced country in the comparison with all other post-socialist transition countries. As earlier research (Inkeles et al. 1997, using a different set of indicators) has shown, this might not be related to the level of development even within China, as in the mid-1990s rural workers appeared to be more advanced than urban workers in the modernization scale, which reflected a stronger drive towards autonomy and entrepreneurial action. Since at the same time, rural China also manifested a stronger presence of traditional cultural patterns e.g. in popular religion, this is a first hint at a cultural impact on Chinese transition which is different from standard conceptions about Chinese culture.

Turning to the specific constituents of those indices, I only wish to highlight a few selected ones. The first is the crucial question on trust, and I compare two Western European countries typically seen as polar opposites, Sweden and Italy, with the three continental countries of particular interest, China, Russia and the United States. The data are from the most recent wave in WVS surveys, that is, of 2005-2008, and directly retrieved and processed on the WVS website (http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/). In figure 1, we immediately see that China is the country with the highest level of general trust right after Sweden. Russia and Brazil are far below China. Within Europe, Sweden and Italy confirm the standard perceptions. The United States show the typical industrialized country pattern. Thus, indeed, China emerges as the odd man out, for two reasons. Firstly, we would expect that a society with high levels of corruption and other perceived social dysfunctions continuously emphasized in the Western literature would manifest low levels of trust. Clearly, China is not Russia in that regard. Secondly, the folklore (including the scholarly one) normally emphasizes a cultural fea-
ture of the Chinese that implies strong levels of trust into relatives, but endemic mistrust towards the society at large, implying a deep gap between the “own people” and the others (e.g. Redding 1990; Gabrenya and Hwang 1996). The WVS results do not fit into that picture. This is confirmed by the companion question (not shown here) whether most people will take advantage of you. Sweden and China are far ahead of the pack in believing that most people will treat you fair. In comparison, all countries converge with small variations in responding affirmatively to the question whether people trust their families (not shown here).

It is interesting to notice, however, that the standard conceptions about Chinese culture are better confirmed by the more specific question how far people trust others whom they meet for the first time (fig. 2). In this case, China and Sweden just sit on the opposite side of the fence, revealing precisely the rupture between acquaintance and strangeness in the Chinese case. More than 50 percent of Swedes trust a little, more than fifty percent of Chinese do not trust very much. But on the other hand, China’s share of people who do not trust at all is still below Brazil, Italy and Russia. This more differentiated pattern is also salient from the question whether people put trust in their neighborhood, where, again, Sweden and China are on top, but the US lead in the “a little category” (not shown here). In this category, all countries are relatively strong, so that the significant observation about China is the more that 25 percent share of people who “trust completely”. A final observation reveals another very interesting aspect, this is trust on a global scale (fig. 3). Here, an entirely different picture emerges. Sweden and the United States show the highest levels of trust, whereas China is the country with the highest aggregate share of people who do not trust foreigners.

What can we do of these data? Xenophobia and mistrust against strangers in China seems to be strongly related to cultural homogeneity, if we interpret different nationality as such (in fact, in Chinese the modern term “nationality” means also “ethnicity” within China, i.e. ethnic minorities are different nationalities). At the same time, the Chinese manifest very high levels of trust in general, but seem to make a relatively neat distinction between closer and more distant acquaintances. This distinction, however, does not imply that the general, i.e. average level of trust is very low, but just the opposite.

**Fig. 1: Can most people be trusted?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most people can be trusted</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2: Do you trust people whom you meet for the first time?

Let us briefly extend these observations by a small number of selected other items in the WVS, which might be directly relevant to explain economic performance. Whereas in the recent economic literature on explaining differential economic performance social capital
looms large, there is an older literature in development economics which builds on the notion of achievement motivation (which had been merged in earlier, somewhat neglected approaches to social capability, see Abramovitz 1989). Again, we have some folklore about the ever-toiling Chinese. Given their societal context, it is worthwhile to consider how the Chinese compare in the dimension of the beliefs about the causal attribution of success.

And indeed, in our sample the Chinese are by far the most strongly convinced of the belief that individual effort brings success, as opposed to luck, and, remarkably, connections (Fig. 4). The Chinese profile is much clearer than in the case of most other countries, such as Brazil which shows an almost bimodal profile. Russia is more on the opposite, and the country that comes closest to the Chinese response pattern is the United States. Even Sweden is much less accentuated than China on this point. There is a matching question about the relative roles of fate and individual control in determining individual success, in which Russia is missing in the sample (not shown here). The picture is less pronounced, with Sweden and Brazil leading the pack in the “individual control” dimension, but still China is clearly centering around this, as opposed to fate. One can add the question about the degree of individual freedom and control, which includes Russia (Fig. 5). Again, the picture is complex, with Russia and Brazil showing relatively high shares of very positive responses. Yet, the Chinese are more positively inclined with regard to individual freedom than the Italians, which show the expected clear difference in the European comparison with the Swedes.

The Chinese penchant for performance is also evident from the peculiar question whether it is humiliating to receive money without having to work for it (Fig. 6). China shows by far the strongest positive response, and interestingly, in this case Sweden is the country with the highest share of people who disagree. The Chinese belief into the crucial role of individual effort in individual success is further bolstered by an equally strong belief that the cake of wealth is growing, so that individual success does not come to the detriment of others (Fig. 7). Many more Russians believe to the opposite, and even the US-Americans are not that pronounced in this dimension. There is a corresponding question on whether competition is good or harmful, in which the Chinese score high, again (Fig. 8).

*Fig 4: Does hard work or luck and connections bring success?*
Fig. 5: How much freedom of choice do you enjoy?

Fig. 6: Is it humiliating to receive money without having to work for it?
I think it is fairly safe to say that what we have seen so far reveals a pattern that fits into the archetypical convictions about social capital, trust and individual motivation for economic activity. China appears to be a modern society replete with people who believe to be in charge of their fate, who expect the environment to be basically supportive for their efforts, and who therefore feel that it is worthwhile to invest individual effort.
But how can we explain this pattern? In the context of standard approaches to social capital research, we face a fundamental dilemma here. One simple thing is to plug trust variables in standard estimation procedures. This, however, would end up with equating trust and social capital, which is wrong (Bjørnskov 2006). In a theory of social capital, trust is just an effect of social capital, but cannot be treated as an explanatory variable. Further, if we do that, as Bergren et al. (2008) have done, the results are disturbing, because China is indeed an odd-man out, that is, an extreme outlier in the econometric test, such that the validity and robustness of the correlation between trust and growth even depends on her inclusion, whereas the exclusion causes a considerable weakening of the supposed causality. So we are left with the other approaches, which mostly build on the Putnam methodology, that is, measuring different patterns and densities of associations and other groups in society. Clearly, this does not work for the case of China, where self-organized associations are relatively rare, and all associative activity is under strong supervision of the government. To the contrary, many voluntary activities are in fact launched and remain under control by government agencies and related public bodies (Kang and Han 2008). China is the neat case of a state-corporatist society, which as such cannot allow simple cross-country regressions which include other countries with an entirely different pattern of socio-political organization.

Therefore, I want to propose a different approach that follows Durlauf’s (2002) recommendation. This is to argue on the level of micro-studies, especially from anthropology and psychology, and complement these by results from cultural analysis. This is the approach of triangulation. In the social science, triangulation refers to the use of different methodological perspectives in order to reach empirically valid propositions about a certain phenomenon. In our case, the phenomenon in question is the concurrence of institutional instability and uncertainty with high levels of trust and achievement motivation. I concentrate on one particular concept that features prominently in Chinese studies, the notion of “guanxi”. The hypothesis that I wish to propose is that the intermediating variable in the link between institutions and economic performance in China is a culturally specific pattern of social networks, that is referred to with the indigenous term guanxi. In doing this, I build on a long tradition of well-established scholarship, but add a new conclusion for the theoretical evaluation of guanxi.

3 The cultural specificity of networks in China: A triangulation approach

On first sight, the term guanxi seems to be almost devaluated because of the role played in the business traveler literature and other folklore about China. On the other hand, we have to recognize that the social sciences still struggle with the term, as it is evident from the landmark volume edited by Gold et al. (2002). After all, there is still no recognized translation, and even the critics continue to use the Chinese term.

This is not the place to go into the details of that literature. Suffice to say that guanxi continues to be prominent in many different contexts, from village studies (e.g. Hu 2008) to management sciences (Chua et al. 2009). So the term deserves to be taken seriously, though it seems interesting to notice that a lot of recent guanxi scholarship is done by Chinese researchers.
abroad or with Chinese origin. I wish to approach the term by means of a triangulation methodology. The question that I wish to pursue is whether we can conclude from this meta study of different approaches to Chinese social behavior that firstly, *guanxi* refers to a pattern of social networking that is specific to China in the sense of a strong cultural specificity, and secondly, whether we therefore can conclude that *guanxi* correspond to a culturally embedded form of social capital.

### 3.1 The triangulation method

As we can see from fig. 8, triangulation of *guanxi* means to adopt three different perspectives. The first one is the indigenous one: That is, we need to understand Chinese thematizations of social relations and networks, and how they translate into other languages, including the technical language of the sciences. This relates to a general phenomenon in all cultural analysis, that is, we have to take reflexivity into consideration. Reflexivity is a very complex category, because it applies on different levels. One is the reflexivity inhering the indigenous terminology as such, including generalizations of scholarly work on those phenomena. The other is the reflection taking place in cross-cultural discourse, which includes scientific work on the phenomena in question. Very often, the levels manifest complex interactions, as in the phenomenon of orientalism and reverse orientalism, in which, for example, the construction of Japaneseness by Western observers also contributed to the development of indigenous theories of Japaneseness.

*Fig. 8: Triangulation of guanxi*
The second one is social psychology, which is the dimension preferred by Durlauf, hence including behavioral economics and related fields. This covers a field of transition between what anthropologists call emic and etic approaches to culture. So, social psychology may draw on anthropological research which is strongly focused on indigenous perspectives, as well as on management studies which aim at measurable effects in cross-cultural comparisons. Finally, the third perspective is that of cognitive science. In our context, this refers to culturally specific, yet measurable phenomena of cognition which in turn might affect social behavior. As it is easy to recognize, the three methodologies are closely intertwined with each other. This is most obvious from the fact that even the methodologies that lie at the etics pole of the emics / etics divide normally rely on classifications of cultures which are themselves problematic in their status of etic terms. As we shall see, this is the fundamental individualism / collectivism dualism, that is ubiquitous in the literature and also plays a strong role in popular perceptions of the differences between Asian and Western cultures in general.

A final remark on triangulation is the need to consider the institutional context. Although this brings in a most problematic and complex term, there can be no dispute that institutions affect behavior via incentives and constraints. The problem is that institutions impact on guanxi, but also vice versa. This ambivalence is the major problem behind the ongoing debate over the obsolescence of guanxi in the modernization process (Guthrie 1998; Yang 2002).

3.2 From emics to etics: Translating guanxi

Beginning with the emics of guanxi, there is the simple fact that the term as such denotes a pattern of interaction which is seen as peculiarly Chinese by many Chinese. There is a large popular literature on the teachings of guanxi, which is a mix of everyday wisdom and cultural colportages, which mostly emphasize the ancient roots of the art of relations in China and point out the relevance of Confucian teachings for that (Yang 1994). Beyond that, the role of guanxi is under dispute, which is one of the reasons why Western observers have started to doubt the resilience of the pattern in the future. This is because for many young Chinese and professionals in particular, guanxi smack of traditionalist clientelism which should have no place in a modern society, and is even associated with corruption (Guthrie 1998).

However, in modern research on guanxi the term is contextualized on its own, because there are clear differences between rural and urban society, and, one might add, between the formal and the informal economy (Huang 2009). This points at a special aspect of the Chinese institutional context, that is, an enduring dualism between urban and rural social organization, that in turn is mixed up with effects of different levels of development, and vastly different institutional contexts, both across levels of development, and across different social strata even in the most developed areas of China. This dualism also affects the perception of guanxi, especially if they are seen in their embeddedness in the entire semantic web of expressions that describe social interactions in Chinese. It is important to consider this entire semantic web, because referent and reference may manifest moving relations over time, adapting to changing social conditions and cultural valuations. Thus, for example, in Southeastern Chinese com-
In anthropological research about Chinese villages, the crucial difference to the urban setting seems to be the holistic and comprehensive meaning of social relations, which are also reified in terms of the flow of gifts and favours (Yan 1996; Kipnis 1996). The Chinese term for these favours in network building is renqing, which can accumulate into renqing zhai, i.e. a debt in terms of renqing. Renqing means human feelings, literally, with the implications of a normative standard of what appropriate human feelings in a certain social relation are. The gift is therefore a direct expression of those feelings, which involves both the contextual determinants and their normative interpretation, so that the gift is not simply an expression of subjective emotions (Kipnis 2002). This reification even includes the direct denotation of money, if presented as a gift, as renqing (Wilson 1997). The term renqing is a complement to the term ganqing, which is much closer to the generic term emotions in English. In the urban setting, there is also the expression jiaoqing, which is a modern version of renqing and relates to the evolving emotions in a business relation. Yet, all those terms refer to the emotional basis of a social relation, with renqing adding a fundamentally moral dimension, in the sense of a web of mutual obligations.

In his classical model of guanxi, Jacobs (1982) presented a systematic argument on the pivotal role of ganqing in the creation and maintenance of guanxi. Ganqing refers to the emotional quality of what is otherwise perceived as an instrumental relation. This seems to identify the crucial distinction between the Chinese and the Western conceptualization of social relations: Whereas in Western societies there is a tendency to keep emotional and instrumental relations separate, even assuming a potentially mutual negative effect on either of the two, in the Chinese view there are basically three realms of social interaction: the close personal relations such as love and friendship, the intermediate guanxi relations, and the relations with strangers. The cross-cultural difference mainly relates with the intermediate type of relations, which is also emotionally based in China.

Thus, one core element of the indigenous description of guanxi is the emotional basis, which is at the same time the foundation of trust, and needs confirmation by the fulfilment of the instrumental relation. Especially in the context of rural society, this is supplemented by renqing. Whereas ganqing relates to the subjective feeling of emotions, renqing is the external expression in terms of socially recognized and approved mutual obligations. Renqing refers to social expectations of proper behavior in social networks, which turn into public phenomena by the flow of gifts which is, in principle, observable for many participants, in the confines of the village as a social cosmos. This seems to be the crucial difference between the rural and the urban social setting, which is more anonymous. From this follows that guanxi is not simply a dyadic structure, but a triadic one, which includes the observer, however specified (such as, for example, in the common awareness of the ubiquity of rumors and gossip, compare Gabrenya and Hwang 1996; Farrer 2002). This observation results into a major difference from established theories about guanxi, which, however rightly, emphasize the dyadic structure as opposed to a group-based structure.
This triadic structure is most evident in the relation between the publicly displayed renqing and the notion of face. The Chinese language is exceptionally rich in terms that relate to shame or loss of face (Russell / Yik 1996; Li et al. 2004). This plays an important role in maintaining guanxi, as the mutual obligations in exchanging renqing need fulfilment. There is the perception that guanxi require the imbalance of reciprocal exchange of renqing, and that balances only count in the long run. Conversely, a favour that is paid back immediately in fact destroys the guanxi (Kipnis 1996). The regulatory mechanism is shame and face. This presupposes that guanxi are partly observable in the network of interconnected individuals. Guanxi reciprocity is closer to the notion of the moral face lian than to the notion of social reputation mianzi, thus implying a strong deontological role of guanxi.

This emphasis on the long-term nature of reciprocity has also been emphasized in classical studies on social relations in traditional China, rooted in a general metaphysical conception of retribution, bao (Yang 1954). Therefore, we can safely assume that this is the main factor contributing to the exceptional role of long-term orientation in Hofestede’s (Hofstede 1991) revision of his classification of cultures, which had tremendous impact on management science. It is very difficult to explain why China is so exceptional in this dimension without taking the attitudes towards social interaction into consideration, because there are few other ways to root long-term orientation, for example, in particular religious beliefs.

Finally, in the indigenous perspective there is no predetermined scope of guanxi. Guanxi build on shared (tong) properties of individuals, but these properties are not given. This is a fundamental difference between Chinese networking principles and many other societies, such as Japan (King 1991). Traditionally, the properties could be common surname, common native town or province, or common military experience, to name just a few prominent ones. But the scope can be much broader and can include all possible kinds of shared contexts, in particular also oriented towards future joint activities (Chen and Chen 2004). From this follows, that guanxi are in fact an individualistic phenomenon, in the sense that creating and maintaining guanxi is not driven by collectivist ascriptions but by the individual decision to invest effort into the relation. One result of this fact is that in a strict sense, guanxi can only be specified with reference to a particular individual, in the sense of Ego-based networks in social network analysis. This is because a single individual can have a set of different personal characteristics which can serve as a guanxi basis. So, the network of an individual cannot be just identified with a particular group which is defined according to a particular group identity. By implication, an individual can obtain the role of a broker between different networks in which she is involved.

This role of the individual in the indigenous description of social dynamics is overlooked when China is commonly classified as a collectivist society, pointing to to impact of Confucian group-orientation and authoritarianism. In fact, even the traditional Confucian conception of the human being is best described by the term relational individualism. The self was conceived as the inner core of all social relations, and the individual is not simply constrained by them, but needs them as the medium to shape her own fate actively. This Ego-centeredness of Chinese social structure was systematized in one of the most comprehensive indigenous accounts, sociologist Fei Xiaotong’s concept of chaxu geju, which can be only awkwardly translated into “differential mode of association“. In Chinese studies, this point has been recog-
nized for long, evidently without any impact on more recent studies in psychology and management. For example, Thomas Metzger (1977) had already argued that the proper framework for understanding traditional Confucian culture is the ethos of interdependence, which was intended to refute the dependence paradigm elaborated on in Solomon’s classic on Chinese political culture, and which stands in the collectivist misperceptions tradition of Western scholarship. The interdependence paradigm emphasises the autonomous role of the individual in social relations, which, in the ethical sublimation of Neoconfucian thought, involves a strong moral commitment. In fact, in traditional cultural conceptions, the inner self played a strong role, even in the sense of being the source of ultimate moral standards, thus representing a more radical individualism than the Western one, where moral authority was seen as emanating from God. Both, the maverick, the bandit and the upright official manifest the strong voice of individuality as opposed to collective contexts and constraints (Saari 1982).

With special reference to *guanxi*, King (1991) argued that the idea of autonomous individual action and *guanxi* are part and parcel. After all, this early literature also emphasized individual autonomy and design even regarding the most fundamental decision whether to activate *guanxi* or not, with the frequently chosen option to relegate business transactions into a relationship-free space (De Glopper 1978; Kipnis 2002).

To summarize this section, which is mainly a sketch of established knowledge about *guanxi*, but adds a major interpretive twist: The specificity of *guanxi* lies in the synthesis of the emotional and instrumental dimension of social relations, their Ego-centeredness, their triadic structure and the long-term orientation of reciprocity, reflecting the moral basis of obligations. All this boils down to the conception of *guanxi* as an individualistic category of moral behavior. This deserves further scrutiny.

### 3.3 Differentiating collectivism: Ego-centered relationalism

Now, in our triangulation venture it is important to notice that social psychology confirms a number of the indigenous descriptions of *guanxi* practice. The overlapping area is anthropology, for sure, which can build on the observability of social actions in Chinese villages. The social bookkeeping by villagers is mirrored in the bookkeeping of the anthropological observer, thus rendering an emic category into an etic description.

Before going into some more details, however, it is necessary to pick up the final observation of the previous section. *Guanxi* are an individualistic phenomenon. This sits awkwardly with the widely accepted notion of China being a collectivistic society. The distinction between individualism and collectivism is one of the most general, and at the same time widely accepted approaches to cultural classification, especially in economics and management. In economics, it has been used by Greif (1994) to build a general theory of the emergence and stability of institutions. In management science, it belongs to the five fundamental classificatory schemes proposed by Hofstede (1991). However, social psychology has begun to question this dualism, and this fits exactly into the indigenous account of *guanxi*. Thus, we meet a fascinating convergence between the emics and etics of a central cross-cultural idea, namely the relation between individual and group.
In recent research, psychologists have recognized that the term “collectivism” in fact covers two very different kinds of collectivism in the sense of group-oriented behavior (Brewer and Chen 2007). One is “categorial collectivism”, a term which I coin in difference to “group collectivism” which is used by Brewer and Chen. The reason is merely terminological, as I think that the notion of group is neutral to the distinction between kinds of collectivism. Categorical collectivism refers to shared ascriptions of a group of people, such as shared ethnicity or shared membership to an organization. Notice that this form of collectivism does not really presuppose strong interactions between the members of the group. What is important is whether group members believe that the group as such is a higher level entity which provides reasons for actions and which might even be an agent of its own, in the sense of a collective will. The other form of collectivism is “relational collectivism”. Relational collectivism builds on evolving networks between individuals, in which the individuals take heed of the interests of others, and in which the individual self is seen as dependent on the relations with others. Relational collectivism does not presuppose any kind of shared group identity.

The crucial difference between the two kinds is salient if we consider the source of justifications of social actions taken. In the former case, these are deduced from a supposed common benefit to the abstract group, such as the ethnic community, which are context-free. In the latter, these are basically mutual obligations between individuals, which are context-bound. So, the classical distinction between individualism and collectivism unravels into a threefold distinction:

− Individualism: The degree in which the individual is seen as the driver of social processes and as the source of standards for the evaluation of their results;
− Relational collectivism: The degree in which social exchange in networks determines social action and in which interests of partners are taken into consideration;
− Categorical collectivism: The degree in which a categorical classification of groups guides social action and in which an abstract group interest is taken into consideration.

It is straightforward to see that this distinction is particularly apt to deal with guanxi. Guanxi is an ideal-typical case of relational collectivism; in fact, we might even call the indigenous theory of guanxi as a theory about relational collectivism. There is no implication for the degree of categorial collectivism. After all, all the classical research on in-group and out-group discrimination pinpoints collectivistic attitudes, and has been done with people from all cultural backgrounds. In fact, as has been observed frequently, US Americans can be strongly collectivistic as far as group interests are concerned, though showing a high value of individualism in all other respects. Even more, corporate cultures (such as WalMart’s) often serve to heighten the spirit of group allegiance, and serve to suppress relational bondings at the workplace. This differential effect can be observed in detailed analyses of behavioral differences between East Asians and Americans in work contexts (Sanchez-Burks et al. 2003). Whereas relational aspects are processed similarly in non-work contexts, in work contexts behavior differs much more sharply. The so-called Protestant organizational cultures tend to suppress relational aspects at the workplace, which, however, does not imply a strengthening of the...
individualistic aspect relative to the collectivistic aspect, but the strengthening of categorical
collectivism (i.e. organizational structures etc.) relative to both individualism and relational
collectivism. This much more differentiated argument also helps to disentangle intra-Asian
cultural differences. Comparing China and Japan, Japan seems to be pronounced in both di-
ensions of relational and group collectivism, whereas the comparative lack of abstract group
loyalty has always been a commonplace in descriptions of Chinese social behavior.

Hence, we see that the indigenous view on guanxi actually reflects the need to reconfigure a
fundamental concept in social psychology and economics, namely the notion of collectivism.
China emerges as a society with strong relational collectivism, but also with a strong degree
of individualism: This is because individualism finds its expression in the management of
guanxi, among other forms such as entrepreneurship. So, standard conceptions of Chinese
culture lead astray: China does not lie on some extreme pole of collectivism, but actually is in
middle ground in a more complex space of attitudes towards the individual and the group
(compare Li et al. 2006). From that perspective, the results of the World Value Survey make
much sense. Guanxi are a web of constraints and a web of individual opportunities at the
same time, and their instrumentalism is an expression of achievement orientation in managing
social connections. The WVS simply reflects this individualistic cultural foundation.

Yet, we face the difficulty that most research about Chinese social psychology and cognition
applies the standard dualism between individualism and collectivism, frequently in the differ-
ent disciplinary frame of allocentric and idiocentric social relations. This is important in two
contexts, one is research into emotions, the other is research into cognition. With regard to
emotions, there has been a long debate over the fundamental mechanisms of regulation of
emotions in China. The opposing poles are the view that Chinese emotions are decoupled
from the formalism of social relations (Potter and Potter 1990), and the view that emotions
play a direct regulatory role, also in the sense of being the object of active creation of ganqing
(Kipnis 2002). One possible solution to the dilemma is to distinguish between emotions as
such and the normative reference to evaluate emotions, that is between actual and ideal affect
(Tsai et al. 2006). There is widespread agreement that there are no substantial differences
across cultures in terms of recognizing emotions, for example, via facial expressions (Russel
and Yik 1996). But there are essential divergences of the valuation of emotions. Comparing
Euroamerican settings with Chinese ones, Chinese tend to see low arousal states as positive,
whereas the former positively assess high arousal states. This translates into needs for control
in the former, and needs for adaptation in the latter. It is important to notice that we observe a
complex feedback mechanism here. Individuals with goals of influence and control will posi-
tively value high arousal states, because they trigger assertive action, and individuals with
adaptive goals will value low-arousal states because they support attention to contextual
determinants. But vice versa, if there is a culturally shaped preference for high arousal states,
this will also foster influence oriented goal formation. From this follows, that it might be mis-
leading to equate general patterns such as individualism vs. collectivism also with particular
emotive stances. In guanxi relations, adaptative behavior can be crucial for their individualis-
tic manipulation.

This discussion shows that what counts is the relation between cognition and affects. In fact,
the very notion of emotion may be understood as relating frames with affects. So, cross-
cultural differences cannot show up in effectual behavior as such, but in the interaction between cognition and affects. An example for this is the clear-cut difference between the mechanisms of trust-formation between American and Chinese managers (Chua et al. 2009). Trust can be both affect- and cognition based, with the former resulting from shared emotional experiences, and the latter based on evidence and reasons. In the context of relational collectivism, the interaction between the two bases for trust can show a surprising twist: Precisely because emotions build the basis of reliable guanxi, trust can be based on the recognition of this fact, that is, can be cognition based. Therefore, Chua et al. (2009) reach a counter-intuitive result, on first sight: American managers increase affect based trust in more dense networks, whereas Chinese managers display more cognitive trust. Interestingly, at the same time Chinese managers show more affect based trust when they perceive economic dependence from others. This clearly reflects the peculiar synthesis between instrumental and emotional dimensions of network relations in the case of guanxi.

3.4 Field-dependence of cognition

Turning to the final building block of our triangulation, cognitive science, we need to distinguish between human universals and potentially culture-specific forms of cognition (Nisbett 2003). As we have seen in the beginning, in institutional economics cognitive models play an important role. However, there is a lack of substance with regard to the details how specific cognitive models actually work. There is evidence about the operation of universal cognitive features, such as in Schlicht’s (1998) Gestalt theoretic approach to institutions. But there is a lack of research into culturally specific cognition. In fact, what most economists have in mind are just conceptual schemes, in the sense of semantic frames, which, however, are not necessarily culture-specific.

In comparative cognitive research there are strong hints at cultural differences in cognitive mechanisms. These mainly refer to the notion of field-dependence. There are solid etic approaches to this phenomenon, such as in the well-established rod-and-frame test. In this test, individuals are asked to assess the position of a rod relative to a movable frame. Depending on the position and shape of the frame, the size and inclination, i.e. the verticality of the rod may be assessed differently. In these tests, Chinese test persons significantly reveal a stronger impact of the frame on the perception of the rod than Euroamericans. This result can be interpreted in the sense that the Gestalt perception of Chinese is more geared towards the perception of the entire field of sensory data, as opposed to a more analytical perception of Euroamericans. This reinstates much earlier approaches in the humanities, for example, such as Hall’s (1976) conceptualization of low- and high context cultures. Different variants of similar tasks as the RoF test have also corroborated these findings, such as that Chinese test persons are more able to perceive correlations among items in a field, and, interestingly, are less sensitive to the assignment of control in manipulating items in the field than Americans (Ji et al. 2000).
Related results have been generated in another kind of tests, where individuals are asked to sort concepts (Ji et al. 2004). There are two possibilities. One is to sort concepts according to taxonomic criteria, the other according to relational criteria. For example, if the three concepts of monkey, horse and banana are offered, a taxonomic ordering would put money and horse together, as both are animals, and a relational ordering would put monkey and banana together, as monkeys eat bananas. Again, there is a significant difference between Chinese and Euroamerican test persons, with the latter tending to apply taxonomic ordering and the former relational ordering. This effect is even independent from the language of testing, so that the cultural factor seems to dominate in the causality.

Taking both kinds of observations together, a long standing assumption in the literature gets further support which is about the field dependence of cognitive, moral and social behavior of the Chinese (Wilson 1981). The problem with that notion, as with the cognitive tests, is that we cannot clearly distinguish the direction of causation. That is, the field dependence of cognition as in the rod and frame test may be the result of the field dependence of social behavior, and vice versa. This problem of underdetermined causality can be avoided by positing a cultural frame which affects all those areas, which would confirm standard conceptions about the alleged holism of East Asian thought (Bond 1991: 23ff., 51ff.).

One area where such cognitive differences can directly shine up in institutional practice is law enforcement and, in particular, adjudication, which therefore can be an indirect testing ground for cognitive phenomena. This is because adjudication means to apply certain rules on particular cases, thus realizing a number of cognitive procedures such as classification and deduction. As Huang (2006a,b) has emphasized in his comparative studies of law across the Qing, Republican and contemporary eras, one baffling continuity is the combination between mediation, arbitration and adjudication in one continuous process of court procedures. That means, judges are often involved in all three stages, such that adjudication is a step that follows only after the previous attempts at mediation and arbitration have failed. This approach reflects a fundamental difference in cognitive attitudes, because Chinese legal practice starts out from the idea that a conflict is not primarily a question of the violation of abstract rights and rules, but a particular relation among the different individuals involved, which needs to be assessed in context firstly. This means that conflict resolution is mainly fact-based, and aims at finding a compromise between the different claims, but less to establish whether one side or the other conforms to a particular legal prescription, thus establishing which side is wrong and which side is right. Thus, we can say that Chinese legal practice reflects the cognitive pattern of field-dependence, and also fits into the pattern of relational collectivism.

This broader historical view can be fed back into psychological research, as a further step in the triangulation movements. Chen et al. (2007) report the interesting result that in so-called public goods experiments Chinese and American students show significant, yet nuanced differences in behavior. They start out from the bipolar idiocentric / allocentric dualism and distinguish between group identity and group norms. Interestingly, the testpersons do not differ strongly with reference to group identity, but there is a clear difference with regard to the reaction of perceived group norms: If the group norm supports cooperative behavior, the idiocentric Americans cooperate less, thus tend to free-ride, where as the allocentric Chinese cooperate more. By implication, if the group norm supports non-cooperative behavior, the allo-
centric Chinese would cooperate less. In other words, and fitting into the relational collectivism pattern, the Chinese do not simply out the group interests above individual interests, but are more sensitive to the perception of group norms, independent from their particular content. This results into another form of context-sensitivity and field dependence.

3.5 A Chinese form of social capital?

Let me draw the conclusions of my tour d’horizon. I have applied a triangulation approach to understand an important aspect of Chinese social behavior, which is conventionally designated by the term *guanxi*. The triangulation implies to shift from the emic to the etic perspective, and trying to reach convergence between these different perspectives. In this movement we could discern a fundamental congruence between indigenous reflections and three main components of a more psychology based view:

- Field-dependent cognition
- Relational collectivism
- Synthesis of affective and instrumental components

From this observation, we can construct an approach to social capital in China which emphasizes the cultural embeddedness of networks. The Chinese case suggests that the central question is how emotions in social exchange are framed, thus enabling individuals to create and stabilize opportunities for successful action. This compares with rational choice approaches to social capital which are most prominent in economics, of course (Coleman 1990; Glaeser et al. 2002). Whereas the functioning of social capital can be analyzed according to the established schemes, its realization is context-dependent. The cultural specificity is reflected in the framing of affects, resulting into particular ways how to express and handle emotions. As we seen, in the Chinese construct of *guanxi* the resulting pattern can be described along the lines of the relational collectivism scheme, adding a strong emphasis on long-term reciprocity and moral obligation. This results into a behavioral difference with regard to the classical strong and weak ties distinction: *Guanxi* obtain a middle ground, in the sense that many *guanxi* connections actually approach the weak tie pole in the spectrum of closeness of relations. Yet, because of the essential role of *ganqing*, even these loose connections can provide strong cement for social interaction. Further, the triadic structure also involves the public good component of social capital, in the sense of group sanctions on deviancy. In combination with relational collectivism, however, the groups in question remain open groups, in the sense of membership criteria. Thus, the effectiveness of the Chinese form of social capital might result from a unique combination of the bridging and bonding type of social capital, which ultimately builds on a culturally specific form of emotionality.
4 Conclusion: Guanxi and the institutions-performance link

By way of a conclusion, I will now discuss three cases which show how guanxi affect the institutions-performance link. In theorizing about Chinese transition, it has been frequently observed that social networks can make up institutional deficits which are a necessary phenomenon in transitory political and economic regimes. For example, with reference to China it has been argued that the phenomenon of institutional stability in the emerging rural industries between the 1980s and the 1990s is mainly explained by the role of informal institutions which substitute for formal property rights and law (e.g. Smyth 1997). However, this sort of reasoning fits into a developmental approach to guanxi which sees them as a transitory phenomenon, in turn. There is another perspective which can be grounded in theories about the complementarity of formal and informal institutions (Dixit 2004). From that point of view, the costs of law and law enforcement are taken into consideration (which, of course, also depend on the developmental stage of a society), such that the relative importance of informal and formal institutions is seen as a reflection of states of efficiency, in the sense of minimizing transaction costs. Against the background of my previous argument, the role of formal institutions can also be related with the dichotomy of relational and categorical collectivism, if formal institutions as such are also seen as defining feature of group identity. In this case, societies with different degrees of categorical collectivism might manifest different combinations of informal and formal institutions.

One important example for the relevance of our reconstruction of guanxi for institutional analysis is corruption. Without any doubt, China is a country with a relatively high level of corruption (Guo 2008). But there is no direct reflection of this fact in declining economic performance, which is the standard expectation in economics. One possible explanation of this phenomenon may relate to the specific nature of guanxi. The decisive elements are firstly, the combination of short run imbalances in social exchange and long run reciprocity, and secondly, the central role of trust.

If corruption is not of the spot transaction kind (such as a Russian policeman requesting a bribe to save further troubles), but happens in guanxi networks, the crucial difference is that there is no direct balancing transaction when a favour is extended. To the contrary, the favour given in return may be extended at any point of time, and, according to the guanxi logic, should be delayed. This implies, however, that corruption is not easy to observe or to prove. Further, if this happens in a confined network of people who invest into the corruptive structure, the favours may be indirectly observable to the insiders, but not to the outsiders. In the guanxi exchange, this works as a commitment device, in the sense of the need to save face vis à vis other network members. As a result, corruption may go hand in hand with an increased level of trust. Therefore Li and Wu (2007) argue that there are principled differences between forms of corruption in China and, for example, South East Asian countries. Ideal-typically spoken, the latter are hierarchical clientelist networks which mainly build on short term reciprocity, and focus around few patrons on the top of the hierarchy, whereas Chinese corruptive structures are more decentralized and even policentric. The policentricity follows from the ego-centric nature of guanxi and the open nature of guanxi ascriptions. As a result, different networks may even compete against each other, thus increasing the efficiency of the corruptive exchange, as the single individuals, in principle, can shift between different networks
according to their Ego-centric positioning strategy. In this setting, the main expression of corruption is the exclusive nature of the network relations, and the rents that can be generated from membership, but not the immediate payments in terms of bribes and other short-term interactions.

So, one hypothesis is that *guanxi* strengthen reputational effects in economic coordination, so that even corruption may increase trust in certain segments of society. There are other cases which reveal the efficiency enhancing role of *guanxi*, if we consider the general role of face in Chinese networks. Liebman and Milhaupt (2007) argue that shaming has evolved into a workable sanctioning mechanism in the context of stock market regulation in China. This appears to be a modern transformation of the public side of the triadic *guanxi*, which operates via the media. Given the complexities and high costs of litigation within an evolving regulatory infrastructure, the regulatory authorities increasingly use the media to publicize misbehavior on the exchange. Shaming has direct effects on the individuals, who, interestingly, therefore try to avoid individual shaming by asking the authorities to publicize the name of the company only. Beyond that, the reputational damage translates into more limited access to finance or causes spill-overs on the brand image.

Again, the question is whether this is a transitory phenomenon. Potter (2002) presents an argument why we might see an increasingly complementary role of *guanxi* and the formal law. This can be understood against the general background of relative costs of enforcement, which is reinforced by the general complexity costs of the evolving formal institutions. This is especially true in China because there is a gap between the growing body of formal law and the short tradition of interpretive practice. In this context, the aforementioned continuity of mediation and arbitration allows for a strong role of *guanxi* in establishing factual knowledge about a case and reaching compromise solutions, which, again, may involve the risk of reputational damages and other concerns for the maintenance of *guanxi*. This tendency is further supported by the fact that the Chinese legal system is a mix of continental and common law traditions, with the latter naturally increasing their impact, given a certain affinity with the Chinese legal tradition.

In sum, there is plenty of evidence that the link between institutions and economic performance can be understood by context-free theoretical constructs. Social capital, Chinese style, cannot be properly assessed without considering specific cultural determinants. Whether these, as has been hypothesized by some scholars of *guanxi*, may simply whither away during modernization, can only be replied by analyzing the very notion of modernization in more depth, which is not the task of this paper. Huang (2008) argues that there is a long-run stability of certain features of the Chinese socio-political system which he labels as „Centralized minimalism“, i.e. the combination of strong political, even despotic power, with a weak infrastructural capacity. In this pattern, personalized networks of loyalty, commitment and self-enforcement of social norms played a constitutive role. This seems to be the larger framework into which social capital, Chinese style, can be fit in.
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